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Summary
The Department of Municipal Affairs, Abu Dhabi, was established in 2007, replacing
the Department of Municipalities and Agriculture, with the main focal point for
executing all municipal planning and public works projects in Abu Dhabi. The Land
and Property Management sector of the DMA co-ordinates GIS and property data
management. Decision makers in Abu Dhabi wanted the ability to view all data,
regardless of what GIS platform and database is being used, on one consistent
portal. In addition, decision makers wanted to search across variably formatted data,
and analyze it to be able to make decisions. The organization faced an additional
challenge as geospatial data is independently captured and maintained by Abu Dhabi
Municipality, Al Ain Municipality and Al Gharbia Municipality for their respective
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regions. The Abu Dhabi municipality uses MapInfo and Oracle Spatial, Al Ain
municipality utilizes GeoMedia and Oracle Spatial, and Al Gharbia uses Esri
technology for its geo-database. Rather than attempting to force each municipality
to migrate over to a single format for GIS data and applications, Rolta’s approach
was to use GeoSpatial Fusion and OnPoint™, to tie together these disparate data
sources without causing a change in the business processes of each municipality.
Details of Rolta’s solution
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Impact

Rolta also helped provide the following:
• Multilingual support
• Data exchange
• Geospatial systems support
• Administration tools
• SharePoint web controls
• Modern and legacy database access
• Three-tier server infrastructure

Rolta’s solution helped create a combined Emirate
wide view for stakeholders, combining content
from all three municipalities. Municipalities
continue to operate as they always had. There was
no additional cost incurred in migrating away from
their original systems, nor was there any need to
go through a long campaign of convincing people
about the benefits of a change in technology.
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